April 25, 2014

To: ASSE Chapter Presidents and Contacts

From: Maribeth Anderson, BOK Committee Chair

**Body of Knowledge – Solicitation to Participate**

Dear Chapter President,

The ASSE Body of Knowledge (BOK) Working Committee is seeking your assistance in growing the BOK. We currently have approximately 8,000 items of information available (articles, check lists, presentations, etc.) and we would like to expand our holdings so that we can provide the very best resources possible for our members.

We ask that you discuss the BOK during your chapter meetings and encourage them to submit any useful documents that they use on a regular basis to enhance their work as safety professionals. These could include training materials they have generated, presentations they share, best practices in use at their work places, and checklists they have developed.

We are also certain that a large amount of extremely useful information is discussed at your Regional Operating and Area Operating Committee meetings with your Regional leadership and encourage you to submit that information to them also as appropriate.

The BOK website is: [www.safetybok.org](http://www.safetybok.org)

Your primary point of contact at Society for the BOK is Tim Fisher who can be reached at tfisher@asse.org, or (847) 768-3411.

Thanks and Regards,

Maribeth Anderson
BOK Committee Chair